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Beverley eases lockdown
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Your Partners in Payroll
National Minimum Wage Rates Increased
in April - Are You Aware?

Are you:
• Making the Correct Pension Contributions?
• Aware of the Minimum Wage Rates?
• On top of the Statutory Sick and Materity Pay Rates?
• Making the most of your Payslips?

APRIL 2020:

The Parental
Bereavement Le
ave
and Pay Act
came into force

Improve business performance by outsourcing payroll

4 BEVERLEY REOPEN AND SAFE FOR SHOPPING
LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
It was great to see the green
shoots of Beverley coming
back to life on 15th June with
a number of shops opening
and more shops and cafes to
open from 4th July, to show that
Beverley is getting back to the
new normal.
No doubt it will take a while for
all of us to manage the change, but working together
we will get there.

6 Well I never...

11 SALT REVIVE

July will be the new transition month as we get use to
the outdoors, understand more of what we can and
cannot do, so we now look back and reflect on what
new skills we have acquired during lock down.
Please send in your stories of lock down and the
positive or quirky new skills you have learned.
Have a great July.
Julian.

12 WALK BACK TO HEALTH

It’s officially summertime
readers! That means long sunny
evenings and mornings that
don’t seem so groggy, I can’t
wait.

17 The show must GO ON...

21 WHITE RABBIT

20 GOLF RETuRNS

Okay let’s get reacquainted.
Last month was thrilling for me.
I learnt something I’ve always
wanted to do but have never
had the patience for… I learnt to juggle! And no I’m
not talking about throwing two balls up in the air
and hoping for the best here, I’m talking about full 3
ball juggling. From 3 oranges to 3 socks, I can’t stop
picking up random objects that will test my newfound
skill.
I have also rekindled my love of reading! For a while
now it has felt something of a pained effort, and there
always seemed to be something more important that
I needed to do (sounds intriguing, but in reality it was
just me watching another episode on Netflix). But now
I am taking time to balance fiction and non-fiction
while I educate myself on important current topics knowledge is power!
As we go into July and the summer season, the
message from the Government remains the same.
‘Stay Alert’, wash your hands regularly, and keep your
distance if you go out. I hope you enjoy this issue.

Contributors:
Julian Minshall, Olivia Peace, Rich Manville, Lynne Auton, Carfan, Jane Dale, Jack Dickerty, Rich
Hayes, Ed Hawkes, Lauren Middleton, Colin Raynor, Ian Richardson, Sam Walton, Clint Wastling,
Amanda Huggins, Pauline Kirk, and Nathan Wilson.
REMEMBER! If you see examples of anti-social behaviour or other types of low-level crime, do
report it to the appropriate authorities. POLICE - Emergency 999, Non-urgent 101. ANTI-SOCIAL
BEHAVIOUR (East Riding of Yorkshire Council) - 01482 393939.
Magazine available from outlets in Beverley and surrounding areas.
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Olivia.

Shortlisted Nominee
2017 & 2018

Award Nominee 2016
‘Best Newcomer’

Get in touch with us:
Website: justbeverley.co.uk
Email: info@justbeverley.co.uk
Telephone: 01482 679947
Twitter:
@JustBeverley
Facebook:
facebook.com/justbeverley
If you would like copies for your business
to distribute to staff and customers,
call Just Beverley on 01482 679947.
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BEVERLEY REOPEN AND SAFE FOR SHOPPING
With the Government announcing the
easing of lockdown for many retailers,
we are starting to see more of what the
new normal will be like across Beverley.
Given the new green light on shopping,
fashion retailers, charity shops, and other
non-essential retailers are able to reopen
safely.
Shopping centres such as Flemingate
have already put impressive plans in
action, with a new play area opening early
in July encouraging children to explore in a
safe environment.
Businesses and shop owners have put
the necessary precautions to maintain
social distancing and keep everyone safe
in the fight to stop the spread of Covid-19,
while bringing Beverley back to a bit of
normality.
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Beverley Art Gallery celebrates
the 150th anniversary of the
birth of local artist Fred Elwell
Beverley Art Gallery - although still closed at the moment - is marking the
150th anniversary of the birth of local artist Fred Elwell on Monday, 29
June.
The Gallery features the UK's largest collection of Fred's work. Elwell's
paintings are a permanent feature of the Edwardian 'red' gallery, located in
the Treasure House in Beverley. The display is altered every year, with loans
from both private and public collections.
The collection was recently enriched
by several important paintings with
support from the Friends of Beverley
Art Gallery, and the V&A Purchase
Grant Fund.
Beverley Art Gallery curator, Helena
Cox, said: “At Beverley Art Gallery,
we are dedicated to researching
Fred Elwell's work and finding ways
of making his varied art relevant in
new ways. Although Fred's style can
be described as traditionalist, there
was a lot of 'quirkiness' in his life; he
surely knew how to make the most
of his bohemian days in Paris, and
he brought great humour into his art, too. Fred was very open to artistic
inspirations from abroad, spending every summer he could travelling
through Europe and painting its dynamic and diverse landscapes. Here
in Beverley, we are really lucky to benefit from the brilliant world-famous
research of Professor Tim Barringer
of Yale University in the USA, who
provided us with exciting exhibition
interpretation last year”.
It is hoped that visitors will again
be able to come and see the
Fred Elwell collection from 6 July
with appropriate social distancing
measures in place in the Art
Gallery, located in the Treasure
House in Champney Road. Further
details will be announced soon. Follow Beverley Art Gallery's social media
@BeverleyArtGallery (Facebook) and @BevArtGallery (Twitter) for regular
updates, and tune in to 'It's in the BAG' podcast available through the Active
East Riding website: www.ActiveEastRiding.co.uk

Flexible furloughing

From 1st July 2020 employers have the flexibility to bring previously
furloughed employees back to work part-time - with the government
continuing to pay 80% of wages for any of their normal hours they do not
work up until the end of August. This flexibility comes a month earlier
that previously announced, to help people get back to work.
The employer can
decide the hours
and shift patterns
that employees
will work on their
return and they will
be responsible for
paying their wages
in full whilst working.
This means that
employees can
work as much
or as little as the
employer’s business
needs, with no
minimum time that
the staff can be
furloughed.
Any working hours arrangement that is agreed with the employee must
cover at least one week and be confirmed to the employee in writing.
If the employee is unable to return to work, or the employer does not have
work for them to do, they can remain on furlough and the employer can
continue to claim the grant in full for their full hours under the existing rules.
If you require any further information on the above then please do not
hesitate to contact Lynne Auton on 0845 3082288 or email
la@payrollsolutions.org.uk

A Thank you from the editors

We would like to thank you for your continued support, for your
contributions and for the positive, upbeat attitude that Beverley does
so well.
By pulling together and drawing on that community drive we can support
each other and be the stronger for it. Keep well, follow the government
guidelines, and reach out to others if you need to.
With thanks, Julian and Olivia.

Beverley entrepreneur fighting fast fashion with
innovative Covid-19 busting drive through service
A Beverley-based businesswoman who reuses
and recycles unwanted and second-hand
clothing is appealing for donations to support
national charities using an innovative new
Covid-19 friendly drive through service.
Daisy Jessop (22) is the brainchild of
Envirofriendly Recycling (EMEA) Limited, an ethical
clothing recycle business that aims to combat
the ‘fast fashion’ culture by using drop off points
to collect unwanted clothing and reduce the
amount of items that go to landfill. The company
uses proceeds from sales to raise money for the
RSPCA and RNLI, as well as other local charitable
causes that have been struggling to fundraise
during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Daisy said: “Envirofriendly is a concept based on
making an environmental, economic and social
difference by using ethical business practices
in textile reuse. By combining a passion for the
environment with commercial good sense, we
offer a unique and compelling proposition to
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charities - where we make a financial contribution
to them based on an agreed amount per tonnage
of items collected.”
Daisy’s family have been in the clothing trade for
around 30-years and they have a large network
of distributors across Europe, the Middle East
and Africa - people who pass on clothes to those
with the greatest need. Daisy added: “We’re
appealing to people to bring us their unwanted
clothes. Donated items need to be reusable so
please don’t send anything with holes or that you
wouldn’t feel comfortable passing on to a friend
or relative. If you have been clearing out or spring
cleaning during the lockdown period this is an
ideal opportunity to make use of our Covid-19
friendly drop off point. Please bring us your
clothes and we will put them to good use.”
Envirofriendly has recently refurbished its
warehouse facility in Beverley creating a Covid-19
friendly drive through/drop off point. The
warehouse, which is based at Unit 5, Belprin

Road, Beverley, HU17 0LN (off Swinemoor
Lane), has been converted for people to drop off
unwanted but reusable clothing items.
Earlier this year, Daisy signed a deal on a new
purpose-built textile sorting facility in Beverley.
The new 6,000sq ft warehouse also has 1,000sq ft
of office space all designed to increase the size of
Envirofriendly’s operations. The facility serves the
company’s textile clothing bank operations.
Mural created by Millie Rose.
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Well I never... Leanne from Hunters
Get to know Leanne Marshall from Hunters
Estate Agents with these 19 questions...

8 What’s on your bucket list for this year?
Buy a property abroad.
9 If a genie granted 3 wishes, what would you
wish for?
To not worry about money or where its coming
from, to get a better work life balance and good
health for my family.

1 Do you consider yourself an introvert or an
extrovert?
Depends if I have had a drink! I would say out of
work I am quite private - people would say I’m an
extrovert.

10 What’s your idea of a perfect vacation?
Stunning beaches - Thailand is my always wanted
to go to place - so that’s my ideal.
11 What do you think about when you are by
yourself?
Everything, very active brain.

2 What’s the craziest thing you have ever done?
Bought a house without seeing it.

12 Do you judge a book by its cover?
Yes.

3 When was your biggest adrenaline rush?
Not sure, I’m not an adrenaline seeker.

13 What’s your favourite all-time movie and why?
I have many but - The Rock I like a good action film,
also love a good chick flick - Pretty Woman - what
girl, doesn’t want to be rescued!

4 Is what you are doing now, what you always
wanted to do when you were growing up?
No.
5 Who were you closest to when you were
growing up?
My dad.

14 What would you do differently if you had the
opportunity again?
I would live more for myself rather than pleasing
other people.

6 Who is the one person you can talk to about
anything?
My dad and I am lucky I have a few good friends I
trust with my life.

15 What would you change in Beverley and why?
Think it has become over developed and could
loose its charm, with all the new builds, bodies and
traffic. Oh and that Grovehill traffic light junction,
there was nothing wrong with the roundabout.

7 What are you most thankful for?
Family and health.

16 What was your most memorable birthday?
My 16th.

£49 PER MONTH
WEBSITES
PAY JUST £499 DEPOSIT
THEN JUST £49 PER MONTH
FOR A MINIMUM TERM OF 12 MONTHS
AND THEN PAY MONTH-BY-MONTH THEREAFTER

FOR a website
that gets real
results...
CALL NOW ON:
01482 428650
marketing@indicoll.com
indicoll.com

17 What’s your favourite drink, alcoholic or nonalcoholic?
Cheeky Vimto, or wine, or Gin depends on my
mood.
18 What’s your biggest achievement - sporting,
hobby or past-time?
Oh my, I would have to say growing my business. I
didn’t have prior experience, have always worked
for someone, so it was a big leap of faith and
usually I like to make calculated safe decisions.
19 How would you describe yourself in one
sentence?
Loyal, passionate, friendly and my nature is I like to
help people.

We are a modern and professional accountacy
practice ideally located to serve businesses in
Beverley and the surrounding area.
We utilise modern accounting technology to
provide you with a cost effective,
professional service.

Our services:
• Annual Accounts

• Company Formations

• Tax Planning

• Payroll

• Management Accounts

• Cloud Accounting

• Tax Returns

• Bookkeeping & VAT

For a free initial consultation please contact us:
Office: 01482 862240
Mobile: 07966 051458
Email: gareth@botterillco.co.uk
Website: www.botterillco.co.uk
1st Floor Offices, 40 Norwood, Beverley, HU17 9EY
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The Kitchen Factory, The Courtyard,
Tokenspire Business Park, Beverley
HU17 0TB

Telephone: 01482 869111
sales@rosesofbeverley.karoo.co.uk

THE KITCHEN SPECIALISTS

INSTALLING KITCHENS IN AND AROUND BEVERLEY FOR 20 YEARS

Our new showroom is now open

Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

Please call 01482 869111 to book a viewing

FACTORY TOURS | VISIT OUR PRE-INSTALLATION FACTORY | COOKERY DEMONSTRATIONS
BROWSE AROUND OUR UNIQUE DOOR LIBRARY | SEE OUR CLASSIC COMPILATIONS

Laburnam Drive

Carter Drive

Thyme Way

Lincoln Way

Admiral Walker Road

Molescroft Road

Together we will design a beautiful kitchen
ROSES WILL THEN PROJECT MANAGE YOUR KITCHEN INSTALLATION FROM START TO FINISH

All Hallows Road, Walkington

Hunsley Road, Walkington

West Mill Rise, Walkington

MANY MORE OF OUR CUSTOMERS KITCHENS ON OUR WEBSITE
5 STAR RATED OVER 39 GOOGLE REVIEWS

Visit
www.roseskitchens.com
to see our customers kitchens and read what they have to say about us
Telephone: 01482 869111

Tiger Inn Opening Early July
Following the lockdown, The Tiger Inn
as been given the go ahead to open
its doors again.
Allen Slinger at the Tiger Inn has
been busy over the lockdown period
keeping his customers happy with an
exceptional takeaway service.

afternoon tea the Tiger Inn will be back
to serve your needs.
Call the Tiger Inn on 01482 869040
to get in touch or visit
www.tigerinnbeverley.co.uk
to see menus on offer.

Whether it was through Takeaway Food,
Sunday Food, Drinks or Afternoon Tea's,
he has delivered and kept people fed
and watered during the difficult period
and maintained all the social distancing
requirements along the way.
Now it is back to business, but not
quite as usual in order to fall under the
"New Normal" guidelines set by the
Government.
Allen knows that these are certainly
strange and difficult times, but says that
with his "incredible staff and brilliant
clientele" he his sure that together they
will make it, but asks that people still
remain aware of the guidelines.
If you are ready for a pint, a meal or an

Following Government
Guidelines WE WILL BE

Opening
early July
Takeaways still
available book in advance

D
HOME COOKE
ED
RV
SE
FOOD
K
7 DAYS A WEE

DOG
FRIEND
LY

AFTERNOON
TEA MENU
£12.95 PER HEAD OR
£24 for two people
AVAILABLE Mon-sat 12-5pm,
pre-booking is required and
gluten free options
are available

HOMECOOKED

Sunday
Lunches

Served every Sunday
12noon-7pm
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Tel: 01482 869040
www.tigerinnbeverley.co.uk
Lairgate, Beverley HU17 8JG
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hello from PETS' BEST FRIEND RAYmAC OPEN FOR BuSINESS
Things are looking bright on the grooming side with lots of tangle free,
well kept dogs thanks to their owners keeping on top of grooming and
preventing matting. This has made the job a lot easier from my point of
view and even more comfortable for the dog!
This month I will be seeing some of my feline friends for some playful visits
and catch ups as it's been months since I've seen them, so I will be very
happy when I do!
I have noticed quite a few dogs with very long nails recently. It is important to
keep on top of these for
the comfort of the dog.
I can do nail
appointments alone
when needed so get in
touch if you're not sure!
A few of my customers
have also had some
issues regarding the
behaviour of their pet.
Certain behaviours can
be helped and would
benefit the dog hugely
in grooming.
For example, it isn't
always a dogs favourite
time of the month so
if we can learn more
about how to work with them from a pack leader perspective, we can in turn
make the experience more comfortable for them when being groomed.
If owner training is going to be a road you want to explore, I can recommend
a fantastic trainer just get in touch!

Following the recent Government updates on guidelines for the
Coronavirus, Raymac Signs, located in the heart of Beverley, are back
open and have COVID Secure safety signs and floor vinyls in stock.
It has become
an essential
priority for all
businesses
to keep their
customers
and staff safe
during this
pandemic, and
to help local
businesses in
Beverley and
nationwide
operate safely,
Raymac Signs
have compiled
a tailored
collection of
COVID signs that will help you navigate around the regulations.
As the lockdown eases and finding effective ways to communicate directions
to your customers becomes all the more important, one of the quickest and
easiest ways of ensuring your premises follows the guidelines is to display
clear and visible signs for those who enter your business premises to read
and follow.
Whether it is to let your customers know where to go, where to stand or
where to queue and in what direction, vinyl floor stickers and signs are the
best option to prevent the spread of the Coronavirus. The signs are digitally
printed and laminated to give extra durability.
Distributors and stockists can call 01653 600015 now to get their discounted
prices.

OVER

20 YEIAENRCSE
EXPER

Print that gets you noticed

BROCHURES LEAFLETS BUSINESS CARDS POSTERS
CALENDARS POP UP BANNERS INVITES PADS
Tel: 01482 610902

info@jadan-press.co.uk www.jadan-press.co.uk
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Brook Taverner: back where we belong
It’s been a while, but we are overjoyed to back
where we belong and welcoming customers to
our home at 35 Toll Gavel. The past few months
have undoubtedly been difficult for all for
numerous reasons, but it truly is magnificent to
see some form of normality creeping ever closer.

We’re sure you’ve heard enough of the ideas
around the ‘new normal’ and the way life is going
to be for the next few months, so we thought
we would provide an update from a clothes
perspective and how fashion choices may alter
in reaction to the unexpected change to summer
plans.

More than anything else, we’ve missed the daily
interactions and the friendly faces that we were
so used to seeing on a daily basis - the past few
weeks has seen a more than welcome return
to the high street and we’d like to take this
opportunity to thank you for your continued loyalty
and positive attitudes! If you haven’t popped
by yet, Lee and the team have done a great job
of safety-proofing the store and providing free
face masks, hand gel and gloves the risk of virus
spread is minimised in every possible way.

on the last night of a cruise cruise may well be
repurposed for glamping trips to the Cotswolds
or the Beacons, or family dinners in countryside
AirBnBs… No matter to location or vacation, we’re
confident that they will be put to good use.

With our design team being based in the
UK, we are lucky enough to understand the
unpredictability of the British climate and this
insight is held firmly in mind when creating
summer garments. It’s for exactly this reason that
we feature a host of knitwear ranges that are
perfect for mild evenings, as well as summer coats
and Harrington jackets for the casual look that’s
equally ready to fight off July downpours - all of
which of course provide the perfect complement
to our traditional summer collections across polo
shirts, casual shirts, shorts and trousers.
Holidays may have been postponed and set aside
in favour of the ‘Staycation’ (traditional holidays
stereotypically kept within the UK) so our trousers
that are perfect for lovely evening strolls along the
beach and our jackets designed for that 5* meal

New Summer
Collection

For the hardcore campers who will flock to the
British countryside will find that the Sizergh knits
and Stowe trousers in particular will more than
adequately fulfil the role of Summer Staple-piece
- as always if you have any questions about the
weight of our garments or what occasions they
would be perfect for, then please do ask any
member of staff in our Brook Taverner store.
If we were to provide one piece of menswear
insider knowledge for the rest of this unique
summer season, it’s the recommendation to
peruse our range of half-lined and casual jackets.
More than ever we are seeing the need for jacket
ranges that allow the wearer to throw it off and on
at a moment’s notice - whether it be thrown off as
the sun peaks through the clouds only to be put
back on as dinner is served and off again for aftermeal activities, our casual jacket range more than
suits the bill. Whether it be the knitted Studley for
true versatility or the Chirk jacket - available in
three stunning colourways and a stunning washed
cotton fabric, please do pop by and attest to our
claims for quality yourself!

Store Opening Times

Now Available In Store

Mon - Sat 9am to 5.30pm
Closed Wednesday
Sunday by appointment
Contact Lee 07850 530192

NOW OPEN

Following Government Guidelines

BROOK TAVERNER

35, TOLL GAVEL, BEVERLEY. 01482 882356
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SALT THERAPY WITH SALT REVIVE
Did you know that 1 in 5 people in the UK
suffers from a respiratory illness? That could
be asthma, COPD or another long-term
condition.

Clare was so amazed at how much better she
felt after just one session that she and her
husband decided to open the only salt therapy
centre in Yorkshire.

Salt therapy is a 100% natural treatment that
could help improve your lung health and allow
you to breathe easier, naturally.

Following a 14 week closure due to Covid-19,
Salt Revive will be re-opening their doors
from Saturday 4th July with lots of changes
to ensure the safety of visitors, including
reduced capacity, enhanced rigorous cleaning
procedures and social distancing in place.

So how does it work? Salt therapy helps to
maintain good respiratory system hygiene
by clearing clogged airways and reducing
inflammation.
The American Lung Association Chief Medical
Officer stated that inhaled salt could thin mucus
in the airways, making it easier to expel. Salt
can also kill microbes in the lungs and reduce
the risk of infections, due to its antibacterial and
antiviral properties.

With separate adult and family salt rooms, the
therapy is suitable from 6 months and prices
start from just £14 a session.

To find out if salt therapy could help you, call
them now for a free consultation on 01482
679453.

An asthma attack occurs when your airways
inflame - making it difficult to carry oxygen to
your lungs. This results in asthma symptoms
of coughing, chest tightness, wheezing and
shortness of breath.
Salt is also naturally anti-inflammatory and can
help to ease these symptoms.
The owner, Clare, came across salt therapy in
London 3 years ago when it was suggested
she try it to help ease her breathlessness due
to her asthma and the 5th chest infection of
that year she was coming down with.

Breathe easier, naturally
Try salt therapy today to help
improve your lung health
Prices start from £14 a session
Introducing

5 for £on7ly5

*

offer n.
£15 per sessio

*All sessions must be taken within 1 month
of purchase and is non-refundable.

Tel: 01482 679453

85 Mill Lane, Beverley HU17 9DH
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WALK BACK TO HEALTH

Summer Rain on Highgate
As I write, in the second week of June,
lockdown is easing and many of us are
starting to think of how best we can safely
resume our lives. Can I suggest to all
readers, who are fortunate enough to still
be able to do so, to put some strolls on
your post-pandemic to-do list
We are fortunate that in and around
our marvellous town and surrounding
countryside, we have many fine places to
stroll. Ours are not dramatic landscapes, no
towering peaks or rushing rivers, few will get
tired by a saunter south from Walkington, or
a wander along the former rail track.

Along the track...
natural and historic interest. Start on East
End, just across the road from the Dog and
Duck, head up lovely Church Walk, passing
a wonderful nature areas, now full of wild
flowers. You may see some Shetland ponies
by the beautifully sited church. Take the
clear footpath behind the churchyard, go
left, very soon right, to head south down a
fine dry valley - so typical of our Wolds. At
a stile, go right to access a clear farm track
that heads south from Risby Park Farm. In
glorious May sunshine the route felt as good
as Provence!

I offer you the outline of 3 very easy walks,
none more than 5 miles from the Minster - all
doable in a couple of hours or less - all pretty
much guaranteed to make you feel that bit
better. Alongside each walk, I will add a,
hopefully profound, quote about the benefits
of walking on for body and mind. Detailed
maps can be found and printed out for free,
at bing.com/maps.

At the quiet road go left, passing the
information board about a lost mansion
and garden. Now head down the track to
the fantastic Folly Lakes, the cafe here is
excellent and now open after lockdown.
Return back to the road, go left and soon
left again down a foot path alongside a
plantation. This takes you back to Risby
Park Farm, passing a smashing pond and
earthworks of a hunting lodge, where Henry
V111 visited in 1541.

1 A SAUNTER SOUTH FROM
WALKINGTON
This is a cracker of a summer stroll, no
more than 3 gently rolling miles, yet full of

Recent research by out own magnificent
local historian, Barbara English, suggests
Henry lived up to his reputation for
prodigious consumption on this sojourn in
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East Yorkshire. From the farm, it is a simple
walk back to the village along the quiet farm
road. With a good shop and the prospect of
the pubs offering limited service, you might
end your stroll at the benches by the fine
village pond, with a little refreshment.
"WALKING IS THE BEST MEDICINE"
(HIPPOCRATES)
2 ALONG THE TRACK, TO CHERRY AND
BACK
A fine 4 mile circuit, following the Hudson
Way, along the old Beverley to York railway,
then returning to town using the wide cycle
path that runs alongside the main road.

Access the route just over the by pass
footbridge, there are parking areas on both
sides. Former rail routes are perfect for those
who prefer flat terrain and also for lovers of
wildlife, as the flora and fauna, especially in
summer, are a real tonic.
After two gentle miles you arrive at the
substantial former Cherry Burton station - it
closed the in the year I was born, yet still
has its platforms. Go down the steps and
walk carefully into lovely Cherry Burton
village. The massive stretch of old walls
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Risby Park Farm
by the church are very handsome. Cherry,
like nearby Walkington, is blessed with a
well-stocked shop and in the Bay Horse, a
fine pub. A good pond too, where you can
relax, before strolling back to town along the
convenient cycle path that runs on the left
side of the road. This ends at the Molescroft
roundabout, from where you can easily
saunter back to the start.
I love these old rail routes - there are 4 other
fine ones in the Riding - so evocative of
the past that I can almost hear the hiss of
steam. You may have spotted in the media
that there is growing talk of restoring this
direct rail route to York. I suspect I will have
to live for many more years to witness this
ambitious plan, come to fruition though.
"I HAVE 2 DOCTORS, MY LEFT LEG AND MY RIGHT"
(G.M.TREVELYAN)
3 PEEPING INTO OUR PAST
Beverley is blessed with many fine and
beautiful doorways. This very short walk
in the Minster area, takes us past many of
them with the enticing prospect of peeping
into our rich heritage. There is no finer place
to start than at the striking north porch of
the Minster, which by now may well have
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reopened for individual visitors. I if so, I shall
be among the first to go. I have so missed
this haven of beauty, peace and enduring
spirituality, that so defines our town. The
north porch is an architectural feast, only a
reading of the Pevsner guide can do it full
justice, suffice to say, that the sweeping
stone tracery of the ogee hood, echoes that
of the masterpiece of medieval masonry: the
Percy Tomb, inside.
From here, head round to see the main
entrance beneath the glorious twin towers.
When open, which is all too rarely I feel,
they afford such a magnificent view along
the nave. 23 years ago I got to walk in and
out - when getting married - I have never
experienced such a rewarding walk, before
or since. The Minster has other, lesserknown, now little-used, doorways - walk
around the building to enjoy these quite
stunning features.
Head onto Eastgate, in the vicarage wall,
witness a re-sited handsome brick doorway,
it once formed part of the nearby Dominican
Friary complex, so cruelly dissolved by the
aforementioned Henry V111, in an arguably
unsurpassed act of cultural vandalism. To
see more doorways at the Friary, head

down Friary Lane to the Youth Hostel. In the
grounds, you can see 2 more fine doorway
arches, the 15th century stone one is most
attractive and surrounded by lovely flowers
in summer. Return to Eastgate and walk up
to Wednesday Market, turn twice left, into
splendid Highgate. The stroll back to your
starting point reveals so many striking and
varied doorways. At number 2, for example,
designed by the noted architect William
Middleton, we see a handsome Georgian
doorcase of the house where the early
feminist Mary Wollstonecraft lived.
On your left is the tunnel entrance to our
grand Monks Walk pub, which has within
one the oldest domestic interiors anywhere
in England. On your right, is the parish office,
through its door once walked hundreds of
Beverley boys and their masters, as this in
the eighteenth century was Bluecoat School.
See if the delectable Quiet Garden to its rear,
has also reopened, what a delight!
"I WANT TO WALK THOUGH LIFE RATHER THAN
BEING DRAGGED THROUGH IT"
(ALANIS MORISSETTE)
Keep Safe, Stay Healthy - Get Walking!
Ian Richardson, June 11th 2020
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VOICES A POEM BY AMANDA HuGGINS
Back from the capital and your fancy crowd,
you make shy bogmen of us at Friday supper,
turn us into cloth cap cousins, our voices flat and dull.
Yet Saturday rubs away your strangers’ vowels,
swaps something for nothing for owt for nowt,
those southern exclamations for ee by gum,
and by Sunday you’re our Yorkshire lad again,
as though you’d never stepped south of Leeds.
Amanda Huggins is the author of
four collections of short fiction and
poetry. She was a runner-up in the
Costa Short Story Award 2018.
Her poetry chapbook, The
Collective Nouns for Birds won the
2020 Saboteur Award for Best
Poetry Pamphlet and can be
purchased: https://maytreepress.
co.uk/shop-poetry-book/

Lockdown Romance
- A SHORT STORY by
Pauline Kirk
The dog bounded towards them. “Eustace!” a
young man called.
Ellie giggled. A big lolloping Labrador called Eustace? Then she gasped as
she was nearly pulled off her feet. “Heel!” she ordered vainly. The two dogs
were determined to meet. She let them greet each other, while keeping her
distance from the other owner. “Sorry,” he apologised. “You obviously have
a femme fatale.” A man who called his dog Eustace couldn’t be bad Ellie
decided. “I do believe the lady’s flirting,” she agreed. “What’s her name?”
“Priscilla.” Ellie saw him suppress a smile. “Priscilla the poodle. It sort of went
together.”
“She’s hardly miniature,” the young man remarked drily.
“No - more like a curly donkey,” Ellie admitted. “Poor love, she was
abandoned when she was a puppy. Probably growing too big.”
“So she’s a rescue dog too? This one was found wandering the streets. The
RSPCA reckoned he’d probably been dumped by an illegal puppy farm
nearby. He’s a pedigree but not perfect.”
“Like me,” Ellie wanted to joke but thought better of it. “I’d better get back,”
she said instead. Retrieving her dog, she smiled and walked on. The next
day, Ellie decided to take the left-hand path through the woods. She felt
oddly embarrassed at the thought of meeting the young man again.
Priscilla had other ideas, flatly refusing to take the new path.
“Alright,” Ellie agreed. “But behave yourself if we do see them again.” They
were almost out of the woods when a familiar hound bounded towards them.
It was impossible to socially distance on so narrow a path, so Ellie stepped
aside, into a patch of nettles. Crossly she rubbed at her shin.
“Sorry again,” the young man apologised ruefully. “Are you ok?”
Straightening up, Ellie nodded. He really was rather good looking. “Here,
have a dock leaf,” he offered, placing a leaf on a bush between them. “I’ll
spray it with hand sanitiser if you like.”

Join us

ONLINE

The absurdity of the situation made Ellie laugh - the first time she had
laughed in days. “They do seem to get on,” she remarked, nodding towards
the two dogs, by now chasing each other round the field next to the woods.
“I’ll swear Priscilla brought me this way deliberately.”

Every Sunday at 10:30am

“Eustace insisted we come. It looks like we’d better choose this way
tomorrow too.” They called their dogs and put their leads back onto their
collars. “Same time tomorrow?” the man asked quietly, looking up at her. “It’s
my lunch break. I’m working from home.”

Search for Beverley Community Church on

“Me too,” Ellie agreed. He was almost around the curve in the path before
she plucked up courage. “You didn’t say your name,” she called. “I can’t call
you Mr Eustace.”
“Ben. What’s yours?”
“Ellie.”
“See you tomorrow!” Then he and the Labrador were gone. Ellie fondled her
dog’s ears. “You old match maker!” she teased.
Pauline is a published poet and Editor of Fighting Cock Press. She
writes as both Pauline Kirk and with her daughter, as PJ Quinn for the DI
Ambrose novels set in the late 1950's. Pauline was nominated for the York
Culture awards Excellence in Writing category in 2018.

kutchenhaus

The Largest Manufacturer of Quality German Kitchens

At Kutchenhaus we have affordable solutions made to meet your highest standards
2 Toll Gavel, Beverley, HU17 9AJ. T: 01482 862172.
Open: Mon-Sat: 10am-5pm. Sun: 11am-3pm. Bank Holidays: 10am-4pm.
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It’s not all doom and gloom! Here are some unexpected
positives that came out of the pandemic
As the lockdown measures are starting to lift in the UK and more
businesses are able to reopen, we are going to get a glimpse of what
the social distancing life will be like for the foreseeable future. Despite
the tragic negatives caused by the pandemic, it has brought about many
unexpected positives. Here are some things worth celebrating.
Learning new skills
We’ve been in lockdown March, and people of all ages have emerged from
the other side with a range of new skills. Many companies have released a
huge volume of free tutorials, apps and online resources which has meant
people have been able to teach themselves new skills. Whether it’s dabbling
in a bit of sign language, taking up photography, learning to bake and cook
new things, drawing, giving yoga a go and more, there’s been something
new for everyone.
Family time
Spending more time at home has encouraged families to come together,
whether it’s to learn new skills, a way to bring exercise into the home to keep
fit, playing games, catching up with relatives and friends via Zoom, having
more family conversations and going out together in the fresh air, it’s been
lovely to see.

Making us better neighbours
Lockdown has without a doubt brought people from all walks of life together.
Whole neighbourhoods and communities, who once didn’t know next doors’
names, have started talking to each other. Although that’s mainly because,
well what else was there to do? With many areas heavily populated by those
who are older and poorer, the nation has seen a huge surge in volunteer
effort to combat the coronavirus threat. Now that’s definitely something
positive to come out of the pandemic.
New working environments
To keep businesses afloat during lockdown, companies have adapted and
encouraged people to work
from home where possible.
This now opens up a new and
safe working environment
that can cut costs. Employees
can master new software
and link up with colleagues
through technology rather
than travelling, saving time and
money.

Discovering and rediscovering new talents in lockdown
JULIAN: Over the past 3 months we all

have had to come to terms with spending more
time at home, finding out how to deal with not
going out and perhaps learn a new skill, game
or socialising more indoors with the family
rather than spend hours and hours in front of
the TV or laptop.

This I hope to do more of as we move more
through the Summer into Autumn.
I have enjoyed time with the family, playing
card games, watching family films, reading the
odd book or two which I never seem to have
time to do usually.

Whilst at home, I re-discovered a bit of the
passion to paint, this allowed me time to relax,
switch off and express some of my artistic
skills!!!

Along with going out together for walks and
exploring the local network of Public Footpaths
and cycle routes. All of the above have been
fantastic for both physical and mental health
and that inspirational "What's next" to do

OLIVIA: For me, the past 4 months of
lockdown have been about doing things that
make me happy. During the early days of
lockdown, being stuck inside all day, unable to
see friends and family, cancelling all the plans I
had, rebooking all the musicals I was seeing…
things started to look drab.
I felt sad, but I was okay. Most of my friends
however, were feeling trapped and confined by
the four walls around them.
I think that’s why, to avoid those feelings, I
started taking my mind off the things I can’t do
and focused more on the things I can do.
Out of the context of school and exam
pressure, I love learning. I think it’s one of the
greatest things actually, the fact that we can
leave school and still learn throughout the
whole of our lives. That we can do this is a
privilege, so I say let’s take advantage of it.
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attitude. Whatever you have learnt during
lockdown, whilst it isn’t always easy, try to have
time for yourself. Hope you like the picture.
Stay safe, stay healthy.

Last month I conquered my lifelong, but I’venever-had-the-time-to-do-it-before, goal of 3
ball juggling. It’s incredibly addictive. Newly
confident in the art, I attempted 4 balls, but
turns out that’s a whole different technique I will
have to practice.
My next endeavour is going to be learning a bit
of conversational British Sign Language (BSL).
To encourage people stuck at home to learn,
many online platforms such as the official BSL
website significantly reduced their standard
membership price… so I enrolled!
The 20 hour, CPD certified course can
be studied at my own pace, and it’s a
comprehensive introduction to BSL.
Why not join me? You never know when you
will need it and have a positive impact on
someone’s day.
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TMX celebrates 4 years of business in Beverley
TMX Clothing Supplies, a promotional work
wear company now located on Annie Reed
Road in Beverley, is belatedly celebrating
4 years of success in business despite its
anniversary being marked in lockdown.

Ian Pollard set up TMX in his own garage back in
March 2016, with a view of supplying businesses,
schools, sports clubs with promotional and
personalised clothing.

Looking for continued growth for TMX following
initial success, Mr Pollard invested in new
equipment and a wider product range to meet the
requirements of his growing customer base.
Little did he know that 4 years later he would be
operating his business from a double unit in an
industrial estate after huge growth and support
from those customers. Having spent time in
lockdown to reflect on how TMX has grown, Mr
Pollard is now making plans for the future and
post-Covid-19.

Now hoping to increase and improve his work
ware offering over the coming months, Mr Pollard
is expanding TMX to attract more schools, clubs
and businesses to his client base, while continuing
to provide the excellent service offering.
If you are looking for embroidered or printed
Workwear, School Uniform, Teamwear and more,
get in touch with TMX on Annie Reed Road by
emailing info@tmxclothingsupplies or by calling
01482 872817.

Countryside Matters
with Sam Walton

I've BEEN THINKING...
SAYS COLIN RAYNOR

We are certainly living in strange times with this
lockdown because of Corona.

The one thing we have all been asking for in the past
few weeks from all the experts and political leaders
has been clear thinking and policy guidelines, which,
although we may not agree with, are in plain English
that we can understand.

Many different businesses and jobs have been very
badly affected and many will take a long time to recover, others may not
do so. Farming has not been exempt either as I am sure most people will
have heard about the milk crisis due to cafes and coffee shops etc closing,
where some milk producers have had to tip their milk down the drain as
no-one would take it without a market for it, whilst others were paid 10p per
litre under the production costs and then not being paid even that for two
months.
You cannot just not milk cows,
it would be cruel to do so. That
all occurred at the same time
as the new grass growth where
cows were turned out onto
this lush grass and that is what
makes cows milk as intended
by nature. We all see sheep in
fields with their lambs running
with them and in May time
you would expect to see the ewes being clipped or sheared of their wool.
Shearing is a specialist job and usually teams of shearers arrive from New
Zealand and Australia to assist us to do that job.
Not so this year and some of the shearers from UK who go to NZ are
quarantined also so can’t get back home. I was taught how to shear a ewe
when I was seven years old, with hand clippers. I could not do it now nor
do I guess could many farmers with small flocks as very modern specific
machinery is used, and the experts can do several hundred sheep a
day. Wool is an important product and I am sure we all wear some items
containing wool. So you might think if you can’t get someone to clip your
sheep, just don’t bother, well that would not work either as the ewe would
probably get maggots in her wool and it would drop off bit by bit and
probably choke other animals and the ewe would be very uncomfortable
too.
Most of you will know that a huge range of vegetables are grown in UK
and usually Eastern Europeans come over and are willing to do the hard
work but again these have been restricted so much of the crops will be
wasted. Several farmers have tried using UK labour where several people
who have been furloughed answered the request but after a couple of days
they quit as it was too hard work. So if you become short of milk, wool and
vegetables, all of which I am sure we take for granted please don’t blame
our farmers!
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Something like this from Alan Greenspan, who is an American economics
expert and has, over many years, advised a number of Presidents and political
leaders of the United State Senate. “You may think you understand what you
thought I said, but what you do not understand is that what I said is not what I
really meant”.
How many of you have already read that twice? Why? It is in good plain
English. It contains no difficult words or jargon of any kind. It is one sentence
of twenty seven words and contains but one comma. It is, I accept, confusing
on first reading but if you read it again, slowly, you realise that the writer is
confessing to telling us all an untruth. We may have grasped one idea but
the writer says he really meant to tell you something else. Before we become
even more confused, let’s move on. The point of me bringing Mr Greenspan’s
sentence to you (which I believe has been around for many years) is to
emphasise how important it is to use words carefully. It does not matter if the
words come from a world leader or your next door neighbour. If they praise or
condemn, their message is done and also all who hear, or read the words, will
interpret them in their own way.
In a local paper recently I came across an article which highlighted one aspect
of the recent lockdown which is a cause for concern. The article was about
the rise in domestic abuse during this period when adults are spending more
time together than they have done for many years and this closeness has
exacerbated life for many and made home life intolerable. As a social worker
for many years I can say categorically, abuse of this kind is the most elusive of
situations to offer help to in any way. One thing I know for certain is the abuser
seeks total control over his or her partner and will go to any lengths to maintain
that control.
The article I read explained how a local supermarket was working with a
charity who seek to support victims of domestic abuse. The store was offering
designated safe space so those needing help who could talk with trained
people for the particular help they need. An excellent idea and another
example of how the community, in these strange times is looking to help
vulnerable people. So why am I concerned? The article stated a routine act
such as shopping was unlikely to alert an abuser. But an abused person will
tell you their every movement is monitored and so by giving the name of the
supermarket negates the safe space. To achieve this type of help a little bit of
deviousness is necessary. Remember our friend Mr Greenspan. I feel sure he
could have speed the message in such a way that you understood what he
was saying but also that he was really saying something else.
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The show must go on...line (for now)
East Riding Theatre’s Company in Residence,
She Productions, have adapted their festival
She Fest into a digital format this July,
creating a platform to champion local femaleidentifying talent.
She Productions will flood their website with
workshops, live portrait classes, virtual art
exhibitions & mini markets, cabaret evenings,
family days & discussions (4-25 July) with 
She Fest Digital 2020.
After launching the festival last year where East
Riding Theatre was ‘hostess’ to art exhibitions,
markets, comedy & more, this year’s plans
were halted along with the rest of the world 12
weeks ago.
However, with some Emergency funding
support from Arts Council England, She
Productions have managed to collate an
equally vibrant & varied programme that you
can enjoy from the comfort of your own home.
She Productions’ company member Annie
Kirkman says: “Sadly, theatre freelancers
& artists are having a really tough time right
now, as are many industries. We don’t know
what our future will look like & we have to
each find our own way of coping with that.
As a company, we decided to keep moving
forward with our plans for 2020 but making
tweaks & changes along the way so that our
work can be enjoyed online.
“We can’t compete with digital artists, & we
would never try to, but we have been lucky
enough to receive some financial support &
we want to use this to continue elevating &
employing as many other female-identifying
artists along the way as possible. As well as
those participating in She Fest, we are thrilled
to be working in partnership with the University
of Hull through their Internship programme &
we have hired a 2nd Digital Design student,
Abby Quirk, to work with us for 8 weeks. She is
already a brilliant addition to the team & we are
so grateful to be able to offer this opportunity.”
Themed days help will help audience
members navigate their way through the
programme from Wellbeing Mondays, including
Yoga with Katie Huntsman & an introduction
to Essential Oils, to Family Sundays with a
Sensory Storybook session from Concrete
Youth & Your Picture painting workshop with
Emma Garness.
Panel discussions with guests including MP
Emma Hardy will tackle different topics each
Monday evening.
Performance Historian Hollyzone History’s
returns with her informal theatrical lectures, 
Yas Queens! & Go Go Girl Pirates! (for kids)
, & every Saturday the She Productions’ team
will host a ‘Shevening’ with 4 different cabaret
acts each night including pole dancer India
Alton, Burlesque & Aerial Artist Roxie Royale,
singer-songwriter Grace Christiansen, comedy
duo Norris & Parker & many more.
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Lois Mills, stand-up comedian & Shevening
performer says: “ Us lasses need to
support one another so this festival and
this company are a breath of fresh air. In a
male-dominated industry, I am proud to be
representing the ladies of comedy.”
Events will be a mixture of live-streamed,
recorded from the artists’ homes & even a
few special performances filmed from the East
Riding Theatre stage.
At a time when the future of theatre is
uncertain, She Fest Digital strives to provide
some hope during this (rather long) ‘interval’
away from live theatre, as we work towards
raising the curtain once again.
She Fest 2020 runs from 4th-25th July & all
events & ticket bookings can be found at
www.sheproductions.co.uk
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CLASSIC CARS WITH CARFAN the CITROEN 2CV
This edition we are looking at a car that could easily be described as
quirky, alternative and weird amongst many others - it's the Citroen
2cv, once common on our roads but now becoming quite a rarity.

One of the aims of the car was that it should be capable of driving across
a ploughed field with a basket of eggs on the seat without any of them
breaking. Amazingly enough, there are various clips available online
showing just how successful this cute little car is at achieving just
that. Only the French could have
such a criterion for a car.
2cv stands for deux chevaux in
French and is generally translated
as 2 horsepower and anyone who
has had the pleasure of travelling
in one will appreciate this moniker
as it certainly will never break any
speed records.
Manufactured from 1948 right up
to 1990 the first models had all of
375ccs with the final ones increasing to 602cc. If you don't like body roll in
a car, this one is not for you as it is virtually impossible to topple one over
although passengers may well be wishing that there was a grab handle if
the driver is pressing on. The featured car left the Paris factory in 1986 and it
was also made in Argentina, Portugal, Chile and surprisingly, Britain too.
If you fancy a 2cv on your drive, there are certainly a lot for sale and expect
to pay anything from a couple of thousand pounds up to twenty three
thousand for an immaculate and fully restored version. It all depends on
how prepared you are to get your hands dirty with regard to restoration, or
not.
So don't forget, should you see a 2cv coming towards you at an
apparently scary angle, don't worry, just give it a cheery Carfan wave!

PRACTICAL MOTORING WITH RICH HAYES PREPARE YOUR CAR FOR
THE SUMMER, BOOK AIRCON
REGAS NOW
Summer is here and now that lockdown is
easing, most of us will be using our cars a lot
more often. One thing that can give us discomfort when driving is
the heat. The majority of car drivers will be expecting their air con to
work as powerfully as normal, but when our British weather reaches
extreme temperatures and the warm air comes out of the vents on a
particularly hot summers day instead of cool air, it’s a pain.
If your air conditioning stops working during the summer months, the
usual issues with it can be resolved quickly and easily with an Aircon
Regas. Over time, your air con system won’t perform as well as it did
when it was new, but that’s down to needing regular maintenance.
Have you ever forgotten to service your car’s air con? That makes most
of us! Fortunately, it isn’t an expensive or difficult job to keep your aircon working. At Beverley Motor Works, we have all the capabilities and
solutions to resolve your air conditioning troubles this summer.
Aircon regassing is the process of removing the old refrigerant gas from
your air conditioning system and replacing it with new refrigerant, so
your air con can run cold again. It should be the first thing you explore
if your air-con system isn’t blowing as cold as it should. The process
should take no longer than an hour to complete.
Of course, there could be other reasons why your air-con isn't blowing
cold anymore, but our trained technicians will advise on what may be
the issue at the time.
Prepare your car for the summer and book your Aircon Regas by calling
01482 881128 or booking online today www.beverleymotorworks.
co.uk

INDEPENDENT

BMW & MINI
SPECIALISTS

Our dealership expertise
means high quality car
servicing at a fair price...
Unit D1 Grovehill Industrial Estate,
Annie Reed Road, Beverley HU17 0LF

Call today: 01482 881 128
Visit: beverleymotorworks.co.uk

SPECIAL
OFFER
MOT
COUPON
18

MOT YOUR CAR
FOR ONLY

£29.99
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P U Z Z L E PA G E
WHERE IN BEVERLEY?

Wordsearch
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EXERCISE
FRESHAIR
FRIENDS
HAIRCUT
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Where in Beverley would you
find this landmark?
Answer on Page 20.

info@justbeverley.co.uk

Each row adds up to the total
on the right.
Each column adds up to the total
at the bottom.
The diagonals add up to the totals
top and bottom.

X X X X ?
? 4 6 ? 20
1 3 ? 7 16
9 ? ? ? 21
? ? 7 2 19

LAUGHTER
REFLECTION
RELAXATION
SHOPPING
SMILES

ries,
Do you have any amusing sto
to
m
the
d
quotes or pictures? Sen

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

16 21 21 18 ?
Answers on Page 22.

THOUGHTS FOR THE MONTH

Now is the time to set a new goal.
the FEAR.
It is your ACTION that overcomes



20% OFF
EXTENDE
D
TO JULY
T&C’s appl
y
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Electric Bikes
in Stock Demo one today!

WILSONS WHEELS
T: 01482 882881

W: www.wilsonswheels.co.uk

E: info@wilsonswheels.co.uk

WE NOW STOCK CUBE CYCLES
2020 RANGE NOW AVAILABLE

CYCLING WITH WILSONS WHEELS
- Cycling into the summer
The Government have recently announced they are looking to
encourage people to use their bikes more frequently in the build up to
summer, and are investing in cycleways to ensure safer cycling.
A £2 billion package has been announced that will create a new era for
cycling as alternate methods of travel, including walking, to relieve the
pressure on public transport.
This package means it is the largest ever boost for cyclists. There will be
new introductions of emergency bike lanes to help support the transport
network, and trials of rental e-scooters are being brought forward to
increase green transport options.
Following the unprecedented levels of cycling across the UK during the
pandemic, the plans will help encourage more people to choose this
alternative to public transport when they need to travel, making healthier
habits easier.
If you are thinking about getting
your bike out and having a ride
around this summer, make sure
you get your bike checked
over first. It needs to be fit for
purpose to avoid any problems
on the roads or cycle tracks.

SALE
NOoWunOtsNon

Disc
ikes
2019 B

DISCOUNTS ON:
• Adult Bikes • Children’s Bikes
• Clothing for all cycling weather • Parts and accessories
89a Grovehill Road, Beverley, East Yorkshire HU17 0EJ
OPEN: Monday - Friday 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturday 9am - 5pm
Sunday: CLOSED - Out riding our bikes

GOLF RETuRNS TO THE WESTWOOD
During recent weeks more and more people have discovered
Beverley’s ‘jewel in the crown’ the glorious Westwood.

For those who play golf this area provides a place to relax and enjoy
the stunning views across to the Minster and St Mary’s parish church.
People have played golf at Beverley and East Riding Golf Club since
1889 and the course is considered one of Yorkshire’s finest inland
courses.
It is a unique golf
club because it is
situated on common
land and golfers
have always shared
the course with dog
walkers, families and
a beautiful herd of
cattle.
During this difficult time for sporting activities, more and more people
are taking up golf and finding that this sport gives them an opportunity to
relax, make new friends and take up an enjoyable activity for life! Up to
the age of 13 junior membership is free and even if none of your family
have ever played before then don’t worry, the whole family can be take
lessons provided by our highly regarded PGA professional, Rich Pace.
As soon as it is safe to do so, there are plans to hold an Open Day at the
Golf Club on the Westwood when all the family can have some fun and
try their hand at putting, chipping and driving. For details of offers and
subscriptions please ring 01482 868757 or visit the website www.beverleygolfclub.co.uk
Walkers, picnickers, dog owners please be aware, The Westwood
welcomes the return of golfers, so when they are playing be mindful of
them so everyone can enjoy the wonderful area together.
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You should clean it to remove
grime and ensure it runs
smoothly, then set the bike to
suit you, checking its saddle
height to avoid discomfort.
Lubricate the chain if necessary,
making sure to check the brakes
for adjustments and if the tyres
need pumping.
When out on your bike, wear
light clothing that is bright. You
must also wear the appropriate
gear, which covers a helmet, gloves, and if you know it is going to be
hot, wear sunglasses and apply plenty of suncream. When you set off for
your bike ride, start slow and make sure to take a drink.
If you’re thinking about Cycle training, email road.safety.training@
eastriding.gov.uk for further information.

'where in BEVERLEY' Answer
The New Play Area, Flemingate

'KNOW YOUR
NUMBERS'
Answer
Missing numbers
in yellow

X X X X 25
2 4 6 8 20
1 3 5 7 16
9 8 3 1 21
4 6 7 2 19
16 21 21 18 10
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What is the day in the life of a
chocolatier at White Rabbit
Now this is a question that gets asked very often, and I think people
expect that the life of a chocolatier is a bit like a dream, and it is many
people’s dream jobs! Of course, the reality is not quite the same as the
romantic image conjured by films like ‘Chocolat’ although it certainly
does come with it’s own perks.
Firstly, and I have to say this, I am a chocolate expert, yes, but I am not a
chocolatier. I love chocolate, and my Mum was a chocolatier, but the skill I
brought to the table was more the business development side rather than
the creation side. Being a chocolatier is hard work. It is cerebral, physical,
and incredibly messy, and requires a lot of patience to be able to juggle
all these things. I much prefer giving my two cents, tasting the creations to
make sure they are up to scratch, and to bring those products to market
within the framework of White Rabbit. I work closely with our chocolatiers
throughout the creation process, and over the years have learned all the
theory behind chocolate making, but as I like to tell people: ‘I’m not much
good at making chocolate, all I can make is a bit of a mess…’
The day of a chocolatier starts with tempering the chocolate. As I have
mentioned in previous ask the experts, chocolate actually has a crystal
molecular structure and, a bit like steal or glass, must be tempered (the
process of heating and cooling to specific temperatures) before it can be
worked with. This normally takes a couple of hours, and a couple of hundred
stirs of a spoon to work the milk, dark and white chocolates into their
tempered form. During this time, our chocolatiers can often get the boring
bits done; stock takes, ordering, replying to emails and sorting through
special requests needs to be done every single day to keep the operation
flowing and to make sure nothing gets missed. It’s a bit like spinning a
plates, since stock levels change in
often unpredictable ways and a special
request or wholesale order can come
through any day it is impossible to plan
too far into the future, so instead there
is an element of taking each day as it
comes. If you concentrate too hard on
keeping the shop stocked you might
run out of chocolate, or if you’re forever
stock-taking and ordering you might miss
a special request (which are very often
time-sensitive), so it is important for a
chocolatier to take a little time to gather
their thoughts and prepare each day.
Once the chocolate machines are ready
and the chocolatier has a plan for the day
they can start to create their wonderful
products. This is the fun bit, and the part of the job the food artists enjoy.
There are so many skills to master in the kitchen, from patisserie skills like
making a ganache (the gooey inside of a truffle) to artistic skills like chocolate
calligraphy (writing in chocolate!). Chocolatiers need to practice and to
innovate. They think about their products, how to make them and the most
efficient way from kitchen to counter. Chocolatiers also need to think about
flavour, and taste lots of different chocolates and ingredients to ‘flavour
match’ the component parts and make the most delicious products.
Chocolatiering is a batch process, so we are confined to the number of
moulds we have and the space in the fridge to turn products around. Some
items, like our Chocolate Cats, can only be made 12 at a time so need
to be turned around several times to fulfil a batch. Other products, like
the chocolate truffles, get made 200 at a time, or our famous chocolate
bombs require 8 batch processes before they are done. You can imagine
that as more and more chocolatiers join the kitchen this becomes quite a
complicated dance for each person to complete their work. Chocolatiers do
sometimes work in teams a bit like a conveyor belt, often with hours spent
together completing long, tedious and monotonous tasks, so they make
friends and they have their own music on to keep them entertained. And of
course, a chocolate snack break is never off the cards!
Once the crafting has been done for the day it’s time for the clean down.
This means, in order to be ready for the next day, the chocolatiers need to
be done 1-2 hours before close. Melted chocolate is one of the messiest
substances, it sticks, stains and has a high oil content, which all make it very
difficult to wash. Each piece of equipment, surface and machine needs to be
washed every day, as well as the floor and even the sink itself. This is the bit I
really don’t envy in a chocolatier and stay well away from! As I say, Chocolate
is much easier to eat than it is to make!
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Four Generations,
Giving Over 125 Years Service
Herbert
1870-1962

Eardley
1908-1986

Geoffrey
1939-2015

David
1964

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
CE
G

(ESTABLISHED 1893)

Cottingham

Enterprise Guild

• Funerals Respectfully Conducted
• 24 Hour Out of Hours Service
• Free Advice & Support
• Private Restrooms
• Prepaid Funeral Plans Available
• Finance Options Available

Tel: 01482 844695
www.hkempandsonltd.com

259 Hallgate, Cottingham, East Yorkshire, HU16 4BG
Fax: 01482 843898
Email: hkempandsonltd@gmail.com
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In the garden... JuLY

Welcome to July, a lovely month in the garden - all the hard work
has been done earlier in the season, so sit back and enjoy the ‘fruits
of your labour’. Colour and fragrance in borders and containers are
found in abundance during July, the list of plants could be endless,
and my firm favourites are roses, sweet peas and lavender.

HIGH QUALITY ELECTRICAL WORK ACROSS
EAST YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER REGION

Stay safe res!
loose wires cause fi
DOMESTIC
COMMERCIAL
TESTING
FAULT DIAGNOSTICS
Whether it’s for your home, rental property portfolio or business
premises, all electrical installations need to be checked periodically
by a qualified electrician. For a quote contact:

Andrew Burton
01964 552769 • 07585 601730
www.burtonelectricalsolutions.co.uk
info@burtonelectricalsolutions.co.uk
Emergency
Call Out

OUTDOOR SOCKETS MAKE
SUMMER JOBS EASIER!
We’ve all blinked and suddenly 4 months of lockdown have gone
by and now summer is here!
With the easing of lockdown on everybody’s minds, now is the time
to start thinking about getting back involved in outdoor activities and
looking forward to spending time in the garden soaking up the summer
sunshine.
In preparation for
the jobs ahead of us
this summer - tidying
the garden, starting
the lawnmower,
maybe even power
washing your paths,
and generally getting
everything in order,
outdoor power
sockets are a must.

Tasks for July, maintain the status quo…

• Prune shrubs that have flowered and feed them.
• Continue to mow the lawn, in dry spells don’t cut it so often, raise the
blades on the mower and leave the clippings on the lawn, all this will
help retain moisture. I know we all like a lovely green lawn but watering
your lawn is not necessary. When rain does fall, the grass will spring
back and look lush again almost instantly. If we do have a long dry spell
spike the lawn with a garden fork, this will allow the water to enter the
soil more easily when rain does fall.
• Water containers every day in hot weather - this is best done early in
the morning or in the cool of the evening. Hanging baskets will need a
good soak - don’t be fooled by the fact we have had rain, often baskets
are sheltered from the rain by the wall they are attached to. You can also
reduce the frequency of watering by using larger planters.
• Water borders if necessary, then mulch. Most established trees and
shrubs will survive quite long spells of dry, hot weather. But water any
newly planted shrubs and trees - give them a good soaking, it’s better
to give a few a good soak in rotation than all of them a little water each
day.
• Clear excess pondweed - and top up the water if necessary.
• Dead-head like a demon - do this religiously. ‘Dead heading’ is
removing /cutting off any flowers that have faded or lost their petals;
it encourages more flowers to form and prevents flowers from setting
seed too early.
• Prune and train cordon, espalier and fan trained fruit trees.

Some extra tips...

Deadhead and feed roses to prolong flowering - deadhead by pruning
back to a bud in a leaf axel (joint) lower down the stem and feed with a
‘rose fertilizer’ or one which is high in potash (K on the label).
Combat Diseases - in the main there are three; all fungal diseases.
Blackspot and Rust occur in damp weather, spray as soon as you can
with a fungicide, collect up and burn any infected and fallen leaves
(don’t compost them as you will spread the spores all around the
garden). Rust is also an indication the plant is deficient in potash. Mildew
will strike when plants are under stress due to lack of water - so keep
plants well-watered and spray with a fungicide.
Prune Wisteria - Do you struggle to get yours to flower well? If so
follow these four steps:
1. Over the next few weeks cut back nearly all the long shoots to about
15-25cm/6-10ins from the main stem. Lightly prune any stems needed to
fill in the main framework.
2. Climbing plants flower better when the flow of sap is slowed down by
training the stems horizontally - train them to wires or trellis.
3. The shoots you have pruned in the summer will need pruning again in
winter (back to three buds from their base).
4. Ensure the soil around the roots is moist - if needs be apply a mulch
and a slow release fertiliser.

That’s all for this month, enjoy your gardens,

Jane Dale of ‘Designed Gardens’. Tel: 07983 392 411.

An outdoor socket, which should be protected by an RCD unit, makes
working with outdoor electrical equipment simple and safe to use, and
much more so than using internal sockets. It’s not only cleaner, but there
will be no more dirty flexes poking through a window to an internal
socket!
Housing outdoor sockets in a weatherproof box is essential and will
reduce any damage to the socket that’s caused by those days full of
rain or dust. By not taking these precautions you could run the risk of
malfunction and a potential fire. Loose wires are a big cause fires.
Contact Burton Electrical on 01964 552769 or see
www.burtonelectricalsolutions.co.uk for more information.
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SIGNS | STICKERS | LARGE FORMAT PRINT
PRODUCING QUALITY SAFETY SIGNAGE FOR OVER 30 YEARS

OPENING TIMES

MON – FRI 9AM UNTIL 5PM
Unit 2, Beckside Court, Annie Reed Road, Beverley

CUSTOM SIGN
MADE TO ORD S
ER

XIT
E
E
FIR clear
Keep

VINYL BANNERS

SWING SIGNS

OPEN TO TRADE AND PUBLIC
Call: 01653 600015 | Email: sales@raymac.co.uk | raymac.co.uk
Unit 2, Beckside Court, Annie Reed Road, Beverley, East Yorkshure HU17 0LF
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Make your
Make
your outdoor
outdoor
space your
yourperfect
perfect
living space
Inject personality
into
your
garden
this this
summer
Inject
personality
into
your
garden
summer
withaalittle
littlehelp
helpfrom
from MKM
MKM &&ensure
ensureyour
your
garden isisthe
they’re
all talking
about!
garden
theone
one
they’re
all talking
about!

Call into
forfor
assistance
withwith
design
ideas ideas
and inspiration!
Call
intobranch
branchtoday
today
assistance
design
and inspiration!

MKM
BEVERLEY
MKM
BEVERLEY
SWINEMOOR LANE, EAST YORKSHIRE HU17 0JX

SWINEMOOR LANE, EAST YORKSHIRE HU17 0JX
|
01482
fl
beverley.mkmbs.co.uk
01482880
880088
088 |mkmbs.co.uk
OPEN Mon-Fri 7:30-5:30 Sat 7:30-noon

